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CASAGAMI
TOTEMIC
CASAGAMI is a range of tiny solar nightlights designed and assembled in France.
To assemble, customize and collect.
It is a fun, engaging and educational concept that embodies the core principles of 
Sustainable Development.

Created 10 years ago, more than 1 Million units manufactured 
since 2013.

COMPOSITION

- A 310g Rochcoat PEFC cardboard pre-cut house (size 11.93 x 
8.46in folded in 2)
- A patented, adhesive solar module SW 939
- A flat cardboard enveloppe size C5 (6.4 x 9.0in)

The adhesive solar Module SW939 is composed of a blue or 
orange Light Emitting Diode (LED), an amorphous solar panel, 
a chargeable LIR 2023 battery, an ON/OFF switch.

Weight and dimensions
Total weight: 1.9oz / Net weight: 1.2oz 
Package Dimensions: 6.38 x 9.02 x 0.43in 
House dimensions: 3.15 x 2.56 x 2.95 in

Standard solar module comes with an orange LED. 
Blue light available upon request : Add a «B» to the item’s 
reference on your order. For instance, to purchase a CASAGA-
MI Original Kraft with a blue Led, use the reference «2001B» 
instead of «2001»

Retail Price : 9€

        
 

CASAGAMI ORIGINAL                    CASAGAMI IMAGINE ME

COLLECTION VILLAGE



CASAGAMI (cont’d)

Easy to assemble without glue or scissors.
5 hours facing the incoming sunlight yield 5 hours of LED light.
Good to know: the LED automatically turns OFF if the daylight is bright enough, 
enabling the solar panel to resume charging.

Since 2013, «Maisons de France» collection releases 
fresh designs every year.
Each house embodies the spirit and the style of a 
French Province or a particular place in France.

COLLECTION maisons de france

  Cabane de Yann                Cabanon provençale         Chalet savoyard               Ti Breizh                       Cité jardin

  Poste de Sologne                                                        Cabane de Ré                      Boutique de Paris                 Euskal etxea

  Maison d’Oléron                Immeuble Haussmannien          Chaumière normande        Cht’i Coron                         Hiisla                  



CASAGAMI (END)

Easy to send by mail, Casagami is often chosen as an iconic gift for both the young and the 
young at heart, evoking fond moments.
The Arty collection is the result of a collaboration with 4 French artists: Myriam Maxo, Thomas 
Canto, Maité Sant, and Gris 1.
While the Maison du Monde collection caters to travel enthusiasts, the colorful Déco collection is 
perfect for any occasion.

COLLECTION ARTY

COLLECTION MAISONS DU MONDE                         COLLECTION DECO                      

2007G1                                   2007TC                                   2007MM                             2007MS

2005SWI                            2005RYA                         2005BRA

          
    2005UK                       2005PAW                               2005JAP

    2005ITA                                                                      2005CHI                             

2004VIC                                   2004GIR
Vichy                                        Girly

2004STA                                   2004DOT
Stars                                         Pois

2004HAU                                  2004GIN
Halloween                                 Gingerbread



CASAGAMI LIGHTHOUSE
Our blinking star ! 
This new Casagami dazzles using our innovative «Flashmodule,» sparking when exposed to any light 
source (preferably daylight), without batteries or complicated electronics.
The assembly of this CASAGAMI, inspired by the quaint lighthouses dotting the Atlantic coasts, demands 
precision, while its usage remains simple.

NEW

COMPOSITION:

- A 305g/m2 graphic cardboard pre-cut lighthouse
- A solar flashmodule
- An instruction leaflet
- A flat cardboard enveloppe size C5 (6.4 x 9.0in)

The adhesive solar module Flashmodule is composed of an 
amorphous solar panel and a blinking white Light Emitting 
Diode (LED) 

Weight and dimensions
Total weight: 2.47oz / Net weight: 1.77oz 
Package Dimensions: 6.38 x 9.02 x 0.47in «
House dimensions: 7.28 x 2.36 x 2.36 in
Assembled without glue or scissors

Retail price 10€



CASAGAMI MAX
The most powerful
Experience the solar panel that powered Bertrand Piccard’s «Solar Impulse» aircraft during its 
pioneering zero-emission World tour.
In partnership with MAXEON, you too can pioneer a New low carbon World. 
With our collection of very powerful nightlights. One day in the sun charges the tiny house for the 
whole night. 

Twice the size, twice the power

COMPOSITION

- A 550g Oudin cardboard pre-cut house (size 16.53x9.25 in 
- A patented, adhesive solar module SW 939SP  SUNPOWER
- An instruction leaflet
- A flat cardboard enveloppe size C5 (6.4 x 9.0in)

The adhesive solar module SW939 SP is composed of a 
SUNPOWER solar panel, the most efficient polycristalline panel 
in the world, a blue Light Emitting Diode (LED), a chargeable 
LIR 2023 battery, an ON/OFF switch.

Weight and dimensions
«Total weight: 2.58oz / Net weight: 1.87oz 
Package Dimensions: 6.38 x 9.02 x 0.51in «
House dimensions: 4.13 x 3.35 x 3.94 in

Retail price: 13€

NEW

2002 MAX 2008 MAX

2007 MAX2004 MAX



CASAGAMI +
The most ecological
… but also the biggest of the Casagami.
It’s powered by an organic photovoltaic solar film developed by ASCA. 
An ecological technology derived from carbon without rare earth or toxic 
products. Made in France.
5 hours charging in the sun = 5 hours of light

COMPOSITION

A 360g PEFC cardboard pre-cut house 
(size 29.72x8.66 folded in 3)
An ASCA solar film
A chargeable luminous module
An instruction leaflet
A flat cardboard enveloppe size C4 (12.8 x 9.0in)

The ASCA solar film is manufactured in Nantes 
It charges the electronic module
SW3609 composed of a colour changing LED, 
a battery and an ON/OFF switch.

Weight and dimensions
«Total weight: 7.05oz / Net weight: 5.11oz

Package Dimensions: 12.75 x 9.02 x 0.51in «
House dimensions: 6.29 x 5.12 x 5.9 in

Models: 2000 KR / Kraft model    
2000MA / Manor model

Assembly without glue or scissors
Retail Price: 15€
 

2000 KR

2000 MA



CASAGAMI GREEN HOUSE
« In the beginning, a drop of water and a particle of light ignited the human journey, sparking the wonder of life 
on Earth... To reinforce the vital link between nature and us, human beigns, while preserving our planet, we 
must all together find solutions. 
Join Drop & Foton as they lead us on an exploration of the core principles of Sustainable Development 
through fun experiments in this ecological greenhouse.
An object to draw, color, and build as a family, showcasing the astonishing power of a ray of light and a few 
drops of water through scientific experimentation.

Drop & fotonCOMPOSITION
 
- A 615g/m2 recycled cardboard 
pre-cut greenhouse and support.

- A blue LED adhesive solar module, 
designed in France.

- A small hemp mat, 100% natural as a substrate to grow the 
seeds. Produces and cut in Aachen (Germany). Size 2.76 x 
2.76in. Thickness 0.39in 

- A packet of organic watercress seeds (over 500 seeds)

- A instruction leaflet 
 

Dimensions :
Flat 23.6 x 5.9in
Assembled 4.1 x 3.8 x 2.7in
Support 5.8 x 6.9 x 0.04in
Packaging 6.4 x 9.0 x 0.5in
Total weight 3.14oz

Retail price 16€



CASAGAMI FLUO
The simplest

This new Casagami operates without electronics or batteries.
Exposed to the daylight, this tiny nightlight’s photoluminescent details will glow in the dark for about 20 mi-
nutes. Providing enough time to guide children into the realms of dreams.

COMPOSITION
 
A 250g PEFC cardboard pre-cut house. 

Size 11.93 x 8.46in
A white enveloppe 5.9 x 5.9in

Dimensions assembled 3.35 x 2.56 x 2.95in
Total weight 0.67oz . Net weight 0.39oz.

Inkjet printing on coated cardboard. 
Photoluminescent ink applied using 
silk-screen printing.
Cut in Agen (France)

Folded and shipped from a French ESAT 
(Sheltered Workshop)

NEW



AUTOGAMI 
It cuts through the wind at 1.2 mph !

Autogami is a small cardboard car powered by solar energy. Simply charge it in the sunlight 
near a window during the day. Once fully charged, it can run for approximately 25 minutes.

COMPOSITION
 
A pre cut PEFC cardboard, sourced from 
Savoy (France). Recycled cork wheels, 
crafted in the Landes (France) and a 
proprietary «solarbase»  designed by Litogami.  

Assembled in Agen (France). Packaged at a Sheltered 
Workshop (ESAT)

Solarbase specifications : Engine: 1.2V 80MAH
NiMH battery: 3.6V
Polycristalline PV : 3.6V

Dimensions (box): 9.02 x 6.38 x 0.79in
Dimensions (assembled): 3.74 x 1.77 x 2.95in 
Total weight: 2.82oz  Net weight: 1.48oz
Retail price: 14€

20012    20012 4LB    20012 BUSD   20012 POLI

         20012 T  20012 4LPOS       20012 BUSW    20012 UK1
  

    
           20012 4LP        20012 TR  

X



CITIGAMI 
It sparkles endlessly harnessing the energy of light.
18 white LEDs and an ASCA Solar film assembled on an easel power an interchangeable 
perforated card.
4 models of cards: Black Eiffel Tower / Coloring of the Eiffel Tower / Coloring of Christmas 
tree / Blank customizable card. To experience Photovoltaic energy and let your creativity 
shine.

CIP1

CIP2 CIS2

Powered by photovoltaic energy. Made in France

COMPOSITION
 

- A 310g PEFC cardboard precut model 
- An ASCA solar film
- A chargeable module
- A cardboard enveloppe size C4 (12.8 x 9.0in)

Enveloppe dimensions: 9.02 x 6.38 x 0.19in
Dimensions essembled: 8.27 x 5.9 x 1.18in

ASCA solar film is made in Nantes (France), from carbon-based 
materials, without 
rare earth or toxic products.
Its long-lasting design powers the LEDs system for over 10 yrs
Retail price: 15€

X



Contact::Emmanuelle Mesnard 

emmanuelle@litogami.com
+1 (518) 641-1346

www.litogami.com

Price list available upon request
info@litogami.com




